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' I. Introduction 

Over 400 years ago Robert Hooke tried to explain the planet motion on 
the basis of forces with the linear dependence on the distance. Lately, this 
idea was covered by the greatness of the Isaak Newton's discovery. 

Now, we can say that Hooke was not far from truth, because the trans
formation manifesting the Coulomb-oscillatqr equivalence exists. The most 
general form realizing this conception is known as the Hurwitz transforma-
tion [1]. · · 

The Hurwitz transformation (H) is a mapping 

H: eB(uo, ... ,ur)-+ E'(x., ... ,x.) 

with the following properties: . 
a. H is a bilinear, i.e. 

x, = HiJcUk = wiktUkUl 

b. There takes place the Euler's identity 

:r;2 = u", 

·for 

X= (x~ +X~+ X~+ X=+ x~)tfo, 
and 

u = ( u~ + u~ + u~ + u= + u~ + u: + u: + u~)"• 

(1) 

For the u-spaces with dimension more than eight it ·is impossible to conserve 
the Euler's identity due to the Hurwitz's theorem [2]. The reduced cases of 
the H -transforll\ation for the maps E2 -+ E2 and E4 -+ E3 were introduced 
by Levi-CiVita [3] and Kustaanheimo [4] for regularization of the equations of 
celestial mechanics. The remarkable peculiarity of the Levi-Civita (LC) and 
Kustaanheimo-Stiefel (KS) transformations consists in the fact, .that after 
regularization, in both cases, we arrive at the h a r m o n i c oscillator 
problem. This opened the way for fruitful interaction between the theory of 
oscillations and the methods of celestial (classical) mechanics. Particularly, 
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. ' in the oscillator representation the perturbations to the Kepler's motion can 
be calculated with a better accuracy [4]. . 

LC- and KS-transformations were introduced in quantum mechanics too, 
in the context of hydrogen atom [0]. KS-transformation was applied in .quan
tum chemistry [6], quantum field theory [7] and functional integration [8]. 

The general consideration of the algebraic structure for H-type trans
formations was made i!l [1], the Lie algebra under the constraints connected 
with these transformations was found in [9, 10]. The arising Hopf's fiber bun
dle [11) and corresponding analysis through the spinor representation [12) 
Were performed too. At last, tlie structure of the generelized Cayley-Klein 
parameterization [13] and the geometric quantization procedure [14) were 
considered as applied to the investigation of the H-transformation structure. 

II. The problem 

The H-transformation.may be written in the.following form: 

- 2 + 2 +. i+ 2 2 2 2 2 ~-~ ~ ~ ~-~-~-~-~. 
x1 = x2 = x3 = 0 , 
x4 = 2(uou•- "•"s- u2us- u3u1), 
Xs = 2(uous +·u,u•- U2U7 .+ u3us) ,. 
Xo = 2(uouo + u,u7 + u2u4- u3us), 

. X7 = 2( UoU7 - U1 Us + U2Us + 1'3U4) , 

(with non-essential change in the notation: 

(xo,_Xt, x2, xa, Xt) --+ (x_o, 0, 0, 0, x4, xs, Xs, xr )). 
For the following, it is suitable to denote 

UL = ( ug + u~ + u~ + u~J''' , 

UR:; (u~ + U~.;. U~ + unl/2 · 

(2) 

It must be stressed that the H-transformation, in the form (2), determines 
the connection between C a r t e s i a n coordinates. 
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Now, let us suppose that coordinates "•· are expressed through the hy
perspherical coordinates (u and seven angles additionally). ~n the general 
Case, (2) determines X; as functions of r :: X = u2 and the above-mentioned 
seven'angles. However, it is possible that the expressions for x;1 do not in
cludes om e angles. Angles may "shut" due to, for example., the following · 
cause: 

. a+.P a-1/1 a+.P. a-1/1 . (3) sill -
2
- cos -

2
- +cos -

2
-· -sm-

2
-. =Sill a 

' Let us consider LC- and KS-transformations in this context: 

a. In the case of the LC-transformation, (2) reduces to (u; = 0, e.g.j = 
1,2,3,5,6, 7) 

. 2 "2 Xo = u0 - u4 

x4 = 2~0u.-, (4) 
Xj = O,j = 1,2,3,5,6, 7. 

Let us introduce polar coordinates in u-spaces 

8 . 8 
u0 = ucos 2, u4 = usm2 

Then it is obvious that 

· x0 = rcos8, x4 = rsin8_, 

So, as a. result, we agairi arrive at the polar coordhiates. • 

b. In the case of the KS-transformation ( Uj = 0, e.g.j = 2, 3, 6, 7): . 

xo 
- ., + 2 2 2 - uo ul - U4•- Us, 

x. = 2(uou•- u,u,), 
(5) 

Xs = 2( Uot\> + u, u4 ) , 

Xj = O,j~1,2,3,6,7. 
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The situation here is not so simple as in the preceding case. Firstly, in 
E', there exist three possible types of the hyperspherical coordinates, 
instead of o~e. But, only o n e remains hyperspherical after the KS
transforination. Namely, if we have take the following coordinates 

, . , 
u0 = ucos.2 cosw, u4 = usm 2 cosr.p, 

- u1 = ucos ~sinw, . , . 
u6 = usm 2 smrp~ 

(6) 

(0 :;> 8::; .. ,0::; w::; 2 .. ), from (4):-(6) we can be obtain 

zo = rcos 8, "'• = r sin 0 sin(<p- w), "'• = r cos 0 cos(<p- w) . 

. So, we see that the angles 0 and <p - w form with r = u2 a spherical 
map in ea. . 

It is important that in the H-transformation case the connection between 
angles in E8 

and E5 is not easy, as in examples a. and b. fl3]. Furthermore, 
· this conn~tions define by the t r a n s c e n d e n t a I equations in general 
case. Practically, it is impossible to operate with these equations (except for 
the special case considered in [17]). 

In this paper we propose an approach that is free from the transcen
dental connections. In brief, the ·Idea consists in r e f u s a I from the H
transformation in the known formulation. Is it pos~ible to derive the H-type 
transformation which does not generate difficulties with the hyperspherical 
coor.dinates? Below, we will prove, that ~wo equivalent variants of the choice 
of the transformation exist, which conserve the two above-mel).tionl'd prop
erties. As will be dear from the following; we have achieved the aim through 
the refusal from bilineanty of the H-transformation. As a result, the devel
opeol scheme allows us to determine, in sec. IV, the geometric structure of 
the H -transformation. · · 
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III. Left and right A-matrix 

Let us substitute the following hyperspherical coordinates 

uo = ucos~cos~cos~ 
Ut, := u cos £cos ~-sin w 

1:12 = U cos £ Sin ~ cOS <p 

ua = u_cos £sin~ sin t.p. 

into the transformation (2), then 

u4 = u sin~ cos·~ cos w' 

u5 ~ u~in £cos ~sinw' 

~6 = u sin£ sin lf cos c.p' 

u1 = u sin £sin lf siny:l, 

"'• = .r sin 8 [~os ~cos f cos(w + w') -sin~ sinf cos(cp- <p')] 

(7) 

· "'• = r sinO [cos~ cos f sin(w + w') +sin'~ sin f sin(<p ~ <p')] . [ . . .. . ' l (8) 
"'• = rsinO, cos i sin Tcos(<p'- w) +sin~ cos if cos(<p + w') 

· zr = rsinO (cos ~sin fsin(<p' -w) +sin~ cos /fsin(<p +w'J] 

' 
It is evident that the' relations (8) d o n o t define tile hyperspherical 
coordinates in E 5• For another choice of hyperspherical coordinates in E 8, 

the expressions for z;( i = 4, 5, 6, 7) are too more complicated. . 
The expressions (8)(with accounting z0 ) may be rewritten in the following 

8-dimensional matrix form: · 

zo rcosO 

0 0 

0 0 

0 
=Aa 

0 I , 
. "'• rsin9cos~cosw 

(9) 

I "'• r sin lJ cos~ sinw 

"'• rsinOsin~co!<p 

"'r r sin 0 sin~ sin <p 

where 
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AR= ( ~ ~Ii)' 
co~ ~cosw' • -cos l! sinw' 2 -sin~ cos <p1 -sin ~sincp' 

cos £fsinw' cos l! cosw' - siii 'f si~ r.p' sin f cOscp' 
QR= I 2 

sin £f cos cp' sin~sinr.p' cos~ cosw' -cos l! sin w' 2 

sin lf si~ cp' - sin If cos r.p' cos f!.:.. sinw' 
2 cos ff. cos w' 

2 

The matrix QR action is a four-dimensional rotation because 

'QRQRT=I,DetQR=+1 

Obviously, 

rcosO xo 
0 0 
0 0 
0 

=ART 
0 

rsinOcos~cosw x. (10) 

rsinOcos ~sinw Xs 

r sine sin~ cos 'P "'• 
rsinOsin~sin<p X7 

Thus, the action of A]; after the H-transformation allows us to obtain 
hyperspherical coordin_ates (10) from hyperspherical coordinates (8) with 
simple connections between the angles. Furthermore, this can be done in two 

. . ' 
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equivalent (left and right) manners: 

Xo r cos(} 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
=AL. rsin () ~os.~ cosw' "'• 

(11) . 

Xs rsin e cos~ sinw' 

"'• r sin() sin ~ cos <p1 

X7 r sin (J si~ £f sin r.p' 

Let us turn back to the Cartesian representation for making the consid
eration universal, i.e. independent of the choice of hypersp~erical map: 

( 

"'•) ( u4 -us -uo -u7l ( uo l ( uo l Xs = 2 Us· U4 -U7 uo. u, = 2uRQR U} {12) 
Xs Us· 'U7 'U4 -Us Uz .Uz 

Xt ur -us Us .. U4 U3 . · . ua 

or 

( 

"'• ) ( uo -u, -u, -u3 ) ( "•) ( u•J Xs _ = 2 u 1 Uo U3 -U2 _ Us = 2ULQL Us ( 13) 
Xs u2 -ua uo Ut Us Us 
xr ua Uz -u1 uo ur ur 

' ' 

As a consequence, we can reverse {12), (13) and obtain 

( 

uo l ' -( "'• ). u,_ = _1 Qk Xs 
Uz 2uR Xs 
U3 Xt 

(14) 

( ~: J = _1 Qr. ( :: J 
us 2uL Xs 
Ut Xt 

(15) 
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The relations (14), (15) allow us to reconstruct the complete structure of 
hyperspherical coordinates in E8 from the structure of hyperspherical coor
dinates in Es-

Now, let us consider the matrix form leading to (2): 

uo "' "2 "a -u. -u5, -us -_u7 

"' -uo ua -u2 -us "• U7 -us 
U2 -ua -uo "' -us -U7 "• Us 

H= I ua "2 -u, -uo -U7 "• -us "• "• -u_, -us -U7 "" -u, -u2 -ua 
us "• -u7 "• .. ,. uo "a -u2 
Us . U7 "• '":'"US U2 -ua uo u, 
U7 -us us "• ua U2 ~ul uo 

It will be easy to check the orthogonality of this matrix 

HHT =u2 

(This property validates the Euler's iden.tity.) 
Consider the matrices 

I:iL = ARH' HR = ALH 

If the matrices AL and AR are orthogonal 

ALAr = ARAk = I, 
then the matrices Hi! and HL will satisfy the condition {17). 

In agreement with {19), 

( UL ) ( XL ) ( UL ) . ( XL ) . 
HL UR =~R XR ,HR UR .=AL Xi! . 

where UL, UR, XL and XR are 

(-) (~) (-) (~) UL= :: ,UR= :; ,XL= ~ ,XR= =: 
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{16) 

{17) 

(18) 

{19). 

(20) 

(21) 

Now, it is easy to see from (20) and (21) that the matrices HL and HR 

transform E8 into 5-dim~nsional Euclidean spaces, which we denote by E!: 

\ 
(~~) =HLc~~) (22) 

an dE A 

( ~~) = HR ( ~~) (23) 

where YL; Ya and ZL, Za define similiarly XL, Xa in {21). Instead of (2), . . . 

we obtain 

Yo = '+ '+ 2+ 2 2 2 2 . 2 uo "t u2 u3 - u4 - Us - Us - u1 

Yt = Y2=Ya=O {24) 

Yi = 2( • + • + 2 + 2)112 . . - 4 5 6 7 Ug, U1 U2 U3 U),) - 1 1 1 

and 
zo = u2 + u2 + u2 + u2 u2 u2 - u2 u2 0 -1 2 3- <I- $ 6- 7 

Zt = z,=za=O {25) 

z;H = 2(ul+u~+u~+u~) 1l>u;.j=0,1,2,3 

Particularly, for the hyperspherical coordinates (7) discussed at the begining 

of III, the relations (24) and (25) are written as 

Yo = rcosO 

Y• = r sin 0 cos lf C'?_S w' 

Y• = r sin 9 cos 'f sin w' {26) 
·ye = rsin9sin 'f.coScp' 
Y1 = r sin 9 sin !f sin 'P' 
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·or 
·za == rcosO 

z4 = rsin0cOs4cosw· 
z5 = rsinOcos~sinw (27) 
Z6 = r sin 0 sin ~ cos.<p 

Z7 = rsinOsin.~sincp 
. We conclude that the transformations (24) and (25) are n o n - b i I i 

n e ar,in distinctioll to the H- transformation.(8). We can introduce the 

hyperspherical coordinates 

(u,O,aL,PL,~L,an,~n,~n) 

in E8 as follows: 

. _ ·{ ucos £f;(aL,pL,~L),j = 0,1, 2,3 
UJ- • 8 · ... 

usm 'i!;(an,Pn.~n),J = 4,5,6, 7 

with the evident constraints 

J:f+fl+fi+fJ=l, 
Ji+fi+fi+Jl=l 

. (28) 

(29) 

Here (0 :5 0 :5 rr) and ranges of values for remainding angles are deter-
1Jllned by the-functional form of!;. If we substitute (28) into (24) and (25) 
we obtain 

. Yo= u2 cos9 . ' 

Y; = u2 sinOf;(an,Pn.~n),j = 4,5, 6, 7 
.(30) 

and 

zo = u2.cos () 

ZjH = u2 sin 9 /;(6tL,pL, ~L),j = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
(31) 

Thus, choosing in E8 , the class of hypefsphericalcoordinates deterniined 
by (28) and acting with HL and Hn on them, we obtaill in E5 two classes of 
the hyperspherical coordinates (30) and (31). 
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Res~ing, it is to be noted, we can use on the decomposition of E 8 in 
agreement with the scheme 

E8 =E4 ®E4 

i 
in the approach developed here. Just the same decomposition corresponds 

to the hyperspherical coordinates (28). Other decompositions (for example, 
E" = E" ® E5

) are out of our consideration. · 

IV. The geometric structure of the 
H-transformation 

We can develop connections between H, HL and Hn from somewhat 
general position. For this aim it is convenient to use the following diagram 

E" 

;Yj~ 
El---- E5 Ej, 

An AL 

' From the latter the structures of the HL- and Hn-transformations are 
clear. So, as the matrices AL and An are orthogonal and unimodular, they 
realise the rotations. .Therefore, the maps E8 -> El and E8 -> Ej, are 
equivalent to compositions of maps E8 -> E5 -+ Ei (E8 -+ E5 -+ Ej,). 

The AL-and An-rotations "switch off'' the dependence of the coordinates 
in E 5 (z- space) on the angles parameterizing two corresponding subsets of 
variables and lead to (26) and (27). 
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. Now, let us clarify the geometric structur_e of the H-transformation. It is 
"""'Y- to obtain that the matrix (16) is a product of three matrices 

T ·s H=ALHoAL, . (32). 

where A'f is a transponent niatrix of AL, Ai is an orthogonal matrix that 
js the "skew• transposed matrix of 4x4 - blocks ofAL: 

' 
As= ( QL n. L . . 0 

Ho is a "spaced H ~ mat~ix" and has the following form: 

ILL 0 0 0 -·u4 -us 
0 -UL 0 0 -us ... 
0 0 -UL 0 -us -ur 
0 0 0 -UL -ur Us Ho= I ... -u. .:.:.us -ur UL 0 ... ... -ur ..:.ua 0 ILL ... ur ... ~us 0 0 

ur -u• ... u • 0 0 

H 0 , as H, satisfies the otrhogonality coi1<1ition 

HoHr = u 2 

The 'sequence of the maps (32) gives • 

-us -ur 
ur -us 
u. Us 

-Us ' U4 

0 0 
0 0 

. UL 0 
0 ILL 

( UL) T ( U'L) T ( YL) · (XL) H ~ -~~ ~ -~ n = ~ 

where 

U'•= (!) ,Y,= (!) v.-m 
12 

(33) 

and UL, UR, XL and XR are determed by (21). 

_Now, we ~an represent the structure of the H-transformation through the 
diagram 

Ho 
E" 0 E~ 

A! 1 }r 
E" E• 

H 

So, the H -mapping is equivalent to the following three steps: 

Af • rotation, in essence; coinciding with the. Hopf's mapping ( the so
called ·"quaternionic fibration• [16]), 

H0 - loca.l scale tra.Iisformation, a "straightforward generalization• of the 
LeVi-Civita matrix {4), 

A'f -·rotation that_ violates the "regular• hyperspherical map of E~ and 
leads to (8). · · · · 

From this point of view, the transformation H8 is the following composition: s . . -. HoAL. 
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·Resume 

The versions HL 1111d HR of the H-transformation violating the bilinearity 
· are suggested. We show .. the following 

1. HL 1111d HR conserVe. three important properties of the H-transformation: 
they are orthogonal, realize the reduction E8 -> E•. . ' 

2. The relation of the HL ·and HR with the H-transformation is estab-
lished. · 

3.. The HL 1111d HR transformations acting on the 8-dimensional hyper· 
spherical coordinates with the 4x4 · structur~ (28) project them onto 
the 5-diniensional hs-coordinates (30) and (31) with the lx4. struc
ture. The seven hyperspherical angles may be sorted into three groups 

' . 

(0); (adh, 'YL), ( an.!3R, 'YR) 

HL(HR) transforms u -> u2 and 0/2 -> 0, conserving ( or shutting) L 
and R angular triplets, respectively. 

4. The geometric structure of the H-transformation is revealed. 
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L(aBTliH JI.C., CHcaKliH A. H., Tep-AHroHl!H B.M. 
llpeOOp330BaHHe I'ypBHI~a: He6HJIHHeHHall BepcHll 

ES-94-119 

PaaBHT aJibTepHaTHBHl\lli ITOJIXOJI K npeo6paaoBaHHJO I'ypB~a (H), peAy
I(HpyJO~eMy eBKJIHAOBO npocrpaHCTBO _e8 B eBKJIH)IOBO npocrpaHCTBO Ef. llo
Ka3aHO, 'ITO OTKaa OT YCJIOBHli6HJIHHeliHOCTH npHBOJIHT K aaMeHe H-npeo6pa
aoBaHHll npeo6paaoBaHHliMH H L H H R· McCJie)IOB3Hl\l H r H H R-npeo6paao
BaHHll 8-MepHHX l'HIIepc<!JepH'IecKHx KOOPAHHaT cnei(HaJibHOro THna. B 3TOM 
ITOJIXO)Ie p3)1H3JibHall KOOp)IHHaTa U H ITOJillpHl\lli yroJI fJ/2 npeoopa3YJOTCll B 
u2 H e, KaK H B CJiyqae H-npeo6paaoBaHHll. L(eliCTBHe 3THX npeo6paaoBaHHli 
l;!a OCT3JibHl\le rnnepc<!JepH'IeCKHe KOOpJIHHaTbl, B OTJIH'!He OT )leHCTBHll Ha HHX 
H -npeo6paaoBaHHll, 3KBHBaJieHTHO coxpaHeHHJO (cXJiolll\lBaHHJO) OJIHOfO yrJXo
BOro TpHITJieTa H CXJIOITl\lBaHHIO (COXpaHeHHIO) )lpyroro. Y CTaHOBJieHa CBll3b 
H r H H R-npeo6paaoBaHHH c npeo6pa30BaHHeM H, a TaK)Ke Bl\lliBJieHa CTpyK
Typa caMoro npeo6paaoBaHHll H. 

Pa60Ta BbiiTOJIHeHa B Jla6oparopHH TeopeTH'IecKoli <iJHaHKH HM.H.H.Boro
moooBa 0115111. 

TipenpHHT Oth.e;::t;HHeHHOro HHCTHT)'Ta smepH&lX Hccne~osaHH~t ,l{y6Ha, 1994 

Davtyan L.S., Sissakian A.N., Ter-Antonyan V.M. 
The Hurwitz Transformation: Non-Bilinear Version 
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An alternative approach to the Hurwitz (H) transformation reduCing Eucli
dean space .e8 to Euclidean space e5 is developed. It is shown how refusal from 
.the bilinearity condition leads to the replacement of the H-transformation by 
the He and HR-transformations. The HL(HR)-transformation of the specific 
type 8-dimensional hyperspherical coordinates is investigated. The radial coor
dinate u and the polar angle fJ/2, in this approach, transform into u2 and e, like 
in the H-case, respectively. Action of these transformations on the remaining 
hyperspherical coordinates, unlike the H-case, is equivalent to the invariance 
(shutting) of one angular triplet and the shutting (in variance) of another triplet. 
The connection of the H Land the H R with His established and the structure of 
the H-transformation itself is revealed on this basis. 

The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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